
Officials Application for 2019-2020 Season
APPLICANT INFORMATION
Applicant Name: Grade:

Address: Phone Number:

Email (must be your own and different from your parents'): Shirt Size:

PARENT INFORMATION

Parent Name: Phone Number:

Email:
EXPERIENCE
Years played: Years Reffed: Years on Scoreboard/Books:

Position Applying for (positions/qualifications are explained below, circle all that you wish to apply for):

Boys 3/4 Crew Chief Boys 3/4 Floor Referee Boys 3/4 Scoreboard/books

Boys 5/6 Crew Chief Boys 5/6 Floor Referee Boys 5/6 Scoreboard/books

Boys 7/8 Crew Chief Boys 7/8 Floor Referee Boys 7/8 Scoreboard/books

Girls Crew Chief Girls 3/4 Floor Referee Girls 3/4 Scoreboard/books

Girls 5/6 Floor Referee Girls 5/6 Scoreboard/books

Girls7/10 Floor Referee Girls 7/10 Scoreboard/books

EXPLANATION/QUALIFICATIONS FOR EACH POSITION:
Crew Chief: An interviewed position, 10th Grade and higher, minimum of 2 years referee experience. This is a leadership position. Must be 
comfortable speaking to the coaches/coordinators/VP of Officials regarding feedback of the game.  Must also be comfortable coaching and 
training the other referees/scorekeepers you are working with.  The crew chief keeps the game moving and also ensures the safety of the 
game by making sure calls are being made.  You will also be responsible for keeping the court clear before games. As crew chief, you will be 
guaranteed to work each saturday in the time slot of the division you choose. Must complete the referee clinic.                                                                                                                                           
Pay for this role is $20 a game and In the event of a snow cancellation, you will be paid $50. Whistle/sneakers required

Floor Referee:  9th Grade and higher. Must have knowledge of the rules. All referees must complete the referee clinic and first time referees 
need to complete 2-4 games of shadowing another referee before being being scheduled. Confidence to make calls is a must.  Must be able 
to explain the calls made and be fun/interactive with the children.  Also must be able to take constructive criticism from crew chief and be 
available for the time slot of the division you choose (you will know your assigned games by the Tuesday before the game).  Pay is $15 a 
game. Whistle/sneakers required.

Scoreboard/Books: 7th Grade and higher.  Must complete the referee clinic.  First time scorekeepers must complete 2-4 games of 
shadowing another scorekeeper before being scheduled. Starting out on the scoreboard allows you to spend the season observing the 
referees on the floor to ensure confidence when you become a floor referee.  Must ensure the book is located and filled out each game.  Must 
be able to take constructive criticism from the crew chief. Must be available during the time slot of the d ivision you choose (you will know your 
assigned games by the Tuesday before  the game).  Pay is $10 a game.  

DECEMBER 7, 2019 - MARCH 15, 2020.TIME SLOTS (times may adjust slightly depending on how many teams we have, each game is 1hr 15m):

Boys 3rd/4th Grade: MATTHEW THORNTON GYM 12PM-3:45PM

Boys 5th/6th Grade: NORTH SCHOOL GYM 8AM-1PM

Boys 7th/8th Grade: NORTH SCHOOL GYM 1PM-6PM

Girls 3rd/4th Grade: SOUTH SCHOOL GYM 1:30PM-4PM

Girls 5th/6th Grade: SOUTH SCHOOL GYM 11AM-1:30PM

Girls 7th/10th Grade: SOUTH SCHOOL GYM 8:30AM-11AM

APPLICANT SIGNATURE: PARENT SIGNATURE:

PLEASE SIGN, SCAN, AND SEND APPLICATION TO ANGELA HUGHES AT  VPOFFICIALS@LBCHOOPS.ORG BY OCT 20TH.


